About Avail Divorce
Entrepreneur Nathan Zorich had the job, the house, the wife, and the kids, but his steady life
suddenly turned into frantic 3 a.m. searches for financial, legal and emotional help while going
through a divorce. He struggled to find answers to the questions he had about the complex and
stressful process of untangling your life from another person. Every online resource he was able
to find within the multi-billion dollar divorce industry was from a questionable, confusing
source and often led to a sales pitch or was difficult to understand.
In 2017, he founded Avail Divorce, an online multifaceted platform whose goal is to be the
country’s leading resource for divorced and divorcing people. Along with Avail Divorce Chief
Creative Officer Jenn Ciplet, who joined the team in 2018, they are rewriting the traditionally
accepted story of divorce and spearheading a new movement by creating a resource designed
to help people survive and thrive through divorce.
Jenn and Nate each experienced their own unique divorces, but both felt taken advantage of by
the systems that failed them, including the legal system, recommended mediators, and subpar
online resources. At Avail Divorce, they have partnered with other divorce experts, ranging
from financial to legal to mental health professionals, to create the resources they wish they
had when they were going through their divorces. The two are Certified Divorce Coaches, part
of a growing community of professionals working with individual clients to be a “thinking
partner” to them during their divorce. They are both accredited by the International Coaching
Federation. Avail Divorce is a friendly, easy to use and affordable a service that empowers
those going through divorce with access to useful time and money-saving information, as well
as online community forums, in-person events, and more. Avail Divorce helps people get
through the challenging process of divorce and become the best version of themselves in the
process, while setting the stage for exciting beginnings.
Avail Divorce’s 360-degree circle of support offerings include:
Avail articles, tools and resources: Practical, digestible and trusted information that you can
use every day. Read journals from people who have been where you are. Leverage checklists to
guide you through financial planning. Use our “Divorce Roadmap” to help you navigate your
journey. Watch friendly, informative video webinars on “Avail TV” to learn from our
conversations with experts about everything from “How to Use Your Divorce Attorney Well” to

“Unpacking the Shame and Stigma of Divorce.” Avail Divorce members can reference videos,
webinars, articles and more to tackle the things divorcing people want to know, such as what
questions to ask your attorney or how to create a co-parenting plan.
Avail Expert Exchange: Intimate drama-free forums on the Avail Divorce where moderators
discuss helpful topics, fostering deep connections in a facilitated community group. Avail
Divorce will also be moderating a private Facebook group where those going through divorce
can connect with others in the same situation around the country.
Avail Divorce members will also get exclusive access to expert lead programming, such as
extensive guidance on co-parenting, online financial planning courses and empowering writing
courses to “rewrite your story,” and experiences like weekend rock-climbing trips in Moab,
weekday happy hours in Denver, Sunday Boulder hikes, volunteer service opportunities and
more.
The topic of leaving a marriage has never been more relevant, with COVID-19 quarantine
causing relationship issues (one law firm found divorce inquiries increased by 34%), popular
divorce stories like Eat Pray Love, A Marriage Story and now Untamed by Glennon Doyle. Like
those, Avail Divorce aims to break the stigma of divorce and create a cultural shift away from
guilt and shame. The perspective and support one gains from Avail Divorce allows them to save
money and time, reduce stress and heartache, and provides the foundation necessary to move
onto a new chapter with strength and hope.
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